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over-estimated the amount of "barley by two hundred tons and
that he could not hold out later than the 31st. Thereupon
General Aylmer decided to attack on the right bank
at once. Heavy rain prevented any movement being
made earlier than the night of the ?th, but on that
night, after dusk, concentration on the right bank was
carried out successfully, although it took longer than had
been estimated because the Field Artillery batteries and the
transport animals marched in one column with the infantry,
which 'occasioned frequent delays on the way to the rendez-
vous. Consequently, the march of the force after concentra-
tion began two-and-a-half hours late, with the result that all
the columns did not reach their positions of deployment till
after dawn.
Nevertheless, the Turks were completely surprised by the
arrival of the British who found the Dujailah redoubt to
be practically empty of the enemy. Unfortunately General
Kemball, whose column was to make the attack on the
redoubt, did not believe this, because it was the usual Turkish
practice to remain concealed until the attack was launched.
Instead of seizing the opportunity of advancing unopposed
over the open plain—which in the face of opposition was a
deathtrap in daylight—he ordered his column to take cover in
a depression and to make reconnaissance for deployment
while he awaited the arrival of the other columns in their
proper positions.
General Aylmer, wh& was in telephonic communication
with his subordinates by 0700 hours on the 8th, thinking
it impossible that the enemy could have remained unaware
of his approach, gave up all hope of surprise, and ordered
the Corps Artillery to open fire to cover the forming up of
the infantry columns. There was some delay in this,
and two of General KembalPs Brigadiers, seeing the enemy
hurrying back into his defences and realising that their
opportunity of a " cheap " advance was slipping away, asked
him to let them advance on the Dujailah redoubt at once.
However, General KembalFs orders from above had been so
rigidly laid down that he did not feel justified in sanctioning
any departure from them and it was not until the whole
attack was ready—at 0935 hours—that the leading brigade
began to advance. By that time, the enemy had re-occupied
Ms defences and was able to bring heavy and accurate artil-
lery and rifle fire to bear upon the attack. The Turk is a stout
fighter in defence; he had in front of him an open plain
devoid of cover and commanded by well-sited machine guns
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